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Abstract
The article contains publications of the patterns of “Minai” Kachina ceramics, with overglaze polychromatic painting and gilding over white opaque enamel from the excavations of the Golden Horde Azak (XIII-XIV centuries). A total of 35 fragments of 21 vessels were described; they are given in a small catalogue presented at the end of the article. The following issues were analyzed on the basis of the available material: the vessels’ morphology, a piece, colour spectrum and ornamentation stylistics, chronology and quantitative data of the “Minai” finds from Azov. The analysis of the patterns testified that this ceramics is very rare and scanty for Azak; it is diverse in its stylistic peculiarities; its circulation in Azak is limited by 1350 – 1360 years. In view of the aforesaid, M.G. Kramarovsky’s supposition of the Golden Horde manufacture of “Minai” ceramics is called in question. An opinion of the majority of researchers, which this article's authors subscribe to, is the most probable and consists in manufacture of this ceramics in Iran wherefrom it could be brought a single time to Azak by a group of emigrants, or as war trophies, or as a result of the commercial intercourse intensified for a short period of time.
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1. Introduction
In connection with the discussion arisen in latest scientific literature concerning the location of manufacture and attribution of Kachina ceramics with overglaze poly-chromatic painting and gilding over white opaque enamel [1-7], it became imminent necessity to publish all available patterns of similar ceramics, including that from the Azak excavations. As of today researchers have at their disposal just a small amount of published archeological material. The most substantial selection of “Minai” (23 fragments of 9 vessels, part of which refer to The Golden Horde period) from the excavations of cities of Russia was made by V. Yu. Koval [4, 8]. Five fragments from the excavations of Saraichik were published by the group of researchers of this archeological monument [9]. A concise description of three “Minai” patterns from the collection of Kachina ceramics of Ukek was given by Yu. A. Matukhina, K. Yu. Morzherin [10]. A description of individual patterns and passing references to “Minai” ceramics from the excavations of Volga region cities were made by N. M. Bulatov [11,12], L. L. Galkin [13], G.A. Fyodorov-Davydov [14,15]. N. M. Bulatov in his
classification of Kachina ceramics uses, besides Volga region patterns, materials of Majar ancient settlement [11], but does not give complete, or at least partial, selection of illustrated patterns from these monuments. M. G. Kramarovsky [7], I. V. Volkov [1, 2], V. Yu. Koval [3], in the context of discussion published individual fragments or single whole articles from Kun-Urgench, Volga region cities, Moscow. One archeological find from Azak is also mentioned in all these works, which is a goblet with a plot composition, painting of flying phoenixes and peonies. For the first time it was published by I. V. Belinsky and A. N. Maslovsky [16, 17], and three times it was described in M. G. Kramarovsky’s writings [5-7]. In A. N. Maslovsky’s article [18], a general characteristics was given to a subgroup of Kachina ceramics “Minai” from Azak, and three morphological types of vessels were marked out. «Minai» from Azov are also briefly mentioned in other researchers’ writings [19, 20]. The aim of this work is to put into scientific use the unpublished materials of “Minai” ceramics from the collection of the Azov Museum-Reserve. All of them were discovered on the territory of the Golden Horde Azak, and that in advance defines their timeframe as of the third quarter of XIII – the end of XIV centuries. Relying on the small amount of material available, we will make an attempt to specify a chronological period of existence of the described above ceramics on the territory of the Golden Horde, as well as to introduce some new nuances into the dispute on this subject.

2. Archaeological Study

According to the documentation, about 45 fragments of Kachina vessels with overglaze polychromatic painting and gilding over white opaque enamel were revealed in the collection of the Azov Museum-Reserve. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to mark absolutely all fragments out of many thousands of finds in corpore. Only 38 fragments of 24 vessels were selected for publishing, the major part is described in the catalogue at the end of the article (35 fragments of 21 wares). Three examined non specialized patterns which size is too small were not attached to the catalogue.

2.1. Vessels’ morphology

Five types of articles can be marked out of definable fragments: 1. Goblets on high stems, with segmental body and a necked-in crown, fig. (1) & pl. (1). 2. Cups on a ring-shaped tray, figs.(2, 3-c) & pl.(2-4, 5-a, b). 3. Miniature vessels with spherical body, fig. (3-f) & pl. (5-e). 4. Jugs, fig. (3-a, b) & pl. (5-f, g). 5. Gülabdans, fig. (3-e) & pl. (5-d). Apart from others, there is structural ceramics, represented by a single fragment of a glazed tile, fig. (3-c) & pl. (5-h). According to their sizes, cups can be divided into two types: 1. Miniature (d of the crown = 11 cm), with a straight crown and a segmental body, fig. (2-a), & pl., (4-e, 5-a, b). 2. Medium size (d of the crown = 18-20 cm) with a necked-out crown and a hemispherical body, figs. (2-b, 3-d) & pl., (2, 3, 4-a, b, c, d). The jugs are represented by two fragments: of a thick-walled vessel with a ball-shaped body, fig. (3-a) & pl. (5-g) and of a narrow cylindrical neck, fig. (3-b), & pl.(5-f). One of non specialized fragments belongs to a thick-walled vessel of open form decorated on both sides, pl. (5-c). Perhaps, it is a gülabdan, or a big dish. Other types of articles are represented by single fragments, fig. (3-c, e, f) & pl. (5-d, e, h).
Figure (2) Shows fragments of “Minai” cups. 

- **a.** a miniature cup (№ 13) 
- **b.** the crown of a cup of medium size (№ 4) Figure

Figure (3) Shows fragments of “Minai” articles: 

- **a.** the jug’s body (№ 20) 
- **b.** the jug’s neck (№ 19) 
- **c.** glazed tile (№ 21) 
- **d.** the cup’s crown (№ 5) 
- **e.** gülabdan’s stucco moulding (№ 17) 
- **f.** the miniature cup’s body (№ 18)
Plate (3) Shows fragments “Minai” cups’ crowns (№ 4-8)

Plate (2) Shows fragments of “Minai” cups: a. Azov 1984, 62 Leningr-adskaya street, pit 49 (№2, 3)

Plate (4) Shows fragments of “Minai” cups: a. the crown of a cup (№ 9), b. c. d. fragments of the cups’ sides (№ 10, 11, 12), e. fragments of a miniature cup (№ 13)

Plate (5) Shows fragments of “Minai” articles: a. b. the miniature cups’ crowns (№14, 15), c. the body of a thick-walled vessel (№16), d. cone-shaped stucco moulding of a gülübdan (№17), e. the miniature vessel’s body (№18), f. the jug’s neck (№ 19), g. the jug’s body (№ 20), h. a glazed tile (№21), i.-k. fragments of the cups’ sides
2.2. A piece

Almost all “Minai” articles from Azak were made of fine-pored white Kachina of solid texture with cream or grey hue. One fragment has a wide pink layer formed in the place where the ring-shaped tray is fixed to the body. As for the solidity of the Kachina piece, if compared to the main bulk of Azak’s Kachina ceramics brought from Lower Volga, it has more solid texture. Only one fragment’s (glazed tile’s) piece crumbles when physically influenced. According to V. Yu. Koval’s classification, such molding mass relates to soft Kachina [3, 4].

If we compare the piece’s solidity to that of the lustre Kachina ceramics from Azak excavations (of Iranian or Syrian origin), lustre articles have identical piece’s solidity, in some cases even less solid texture, and relate to the family of soft or even crumbly Kachinas. When compared with the piece of the vessels with “Lajvardina” paintings, we see the same picture. Comparing rare thin-walled cups of “Minai” and “Lajvardina” groups from Azak, we may say that “Minai” piece has more porous texture, and “Lajvardina” one relates to the family of solid Kachinas according to V. Yu. Koval’s classification [4].

Speaking about antique Iranian lustre articles and “Minai” vessels of XII century, arts critics mention special grace and fineness of the piece that was close to porcelain in its quality. [21, 22]. As was marked by A. Lane, in XIII-XIV centuries Iranian Kachina underwent technological changes, its quality took a turn for the worse if compared to earlier patterns, it became less graceful, more crumbly and light [1]. Analysis of patterns from Azak excavations for the umpteenth time confirms these observations.

2.3. Colour spectrum

All fragments are decorated on both sides (except vessels of closed shape) with multi-coloured painting, made with red, blue, green non-transparent and yellow semi-transparent enamel, with red and black paint contouring and decorating of details with golden application in various combinations over white or slightly bluish opaque enamel. The richest colour palette includes four enamels (red, blue, green, yellow), with contouring of fine stems and leaves and inking of details with two paints (red, black) and gilding over white background, and was discovered only on one cup (№ 3), pl. (2-b). On three vessels including often mentioned goblet, the same combination of colors was marked but without yellow enamel (№ 1, 2, 7), fig. (1) & pl., (1, 2-a, 3-d). Three patterns have paintings with red, blue, green enamels with dichromatic red and black inking (№ 6), pl. (3-c), or red with gilding application (№ 18), fig. (3-f) & pl.(5-e), or contouring only with black paint (№ 16), pl.(5-c). Green, dark blue and yellow enamel, inking with red and black paint and gilding application are used in colouring of the glazed tile (№ 21), fig. (3-c) & pl.(5-h). The most frequent painting combination marked on 10 vessels includes two colors of enamel with contouring with red and black paints and gilding application: blue and green (№ 4, 5, 7, 9, 15), figs.(2-b, 3-d) & pl.(3-a, b, d, 4-a, 5-b), blue and red (№ 13, 17, 19), figs. (2-a, 3-b, e) & pl., (4-e, 5-d, f) red and green (№ 12), pl. (4-d), blue and yellow (№ 10), pl. (4-b).

Three vessels’ painting was made only with dark blue enamel with dichromatic red and black inking (№ 14), pl. (5-a) with red contouring and gilding application (№ 20), fig.(3-a) & pl.(5-g), and red and black inking of details with gilding (№ 11), pl.(4-c). Painting of polychromatic vessels from Azak collection has no obvious predominance of one single colour over the others. Red, blue and
green colourings attract equal attention. Colour red is more often used as contouring paint, less often for painting of the background and small details, but it is seen on absolutely all vessels. Blue enamel, however, is often used as a primary colour, and only in one case it was not used for painting at all. (№ 10), pl.(4-b). Green enamel was marked on 13 vessels and was seldom used as a primary colour. It coloured small details: leaves, seed-buds, petals. Yellow semi-transparent enamel was rarely used, only for painting of small details, and is marked on three patterns (№ 3, 12, 21), fig.(3-c) & pl.(2-b, 4-d, 5-h). Contouring with black paint and decoration of details with gold equally take place only in 70 % of cases. It should be noted that the described combinations of colors were marked on fragmented vessels. If we had whole patterns at our disposal, we would see a somewhat different picture.

2.4. Ornamentation of the vessels

Ornamentation of the vessels with polychromatic painting and gilding over white opaque enamel includes vegetative, zoomorphic, pseudo epigraphic and geometric elements. The majority of vessels have their ornamental field covered with delicate climbing sprouts with leaves, seed-buds and flower-buds coloured with blue or green enamel. This delicate design is decorated with tiny diamond-shaped gilded figures and four- or six-petalled rosettes with round or oblong petals coloured with blue, red, yellow enamels and gilding. A different type of rosettes can be met - with six rectangular petals (or stamens), with gilded piths. Between them long-oval or round petals (or sepals) were contoured and covered with green or blue enamel. Similar rosettes were often used in ornamentation of “Lajvardina” vessels [4, 9, 16]. 6 vessels from the Azak collection are decorated with big peony flowers (№ 1, 2, 3, 13, 18, 19), fig.(1, 2-a, 3-e, f) & pl.(1, 2-a,b, 4-e, 5-d, e). They can be coloured with red, blue, green enamel, piths are almost always gilded. On three patterns peonies are encased into round-shaped and scalloped medallions (№ 1, 2, 3), fig. (1) & pl. (1, 2-a, b). Other typical ornamental element is a ring of a pseudo epigraphic ornament in the form of W-shaped figures covered in gilding. Mostly this ring is painted on the outer or inner side of the crown on dark blue background, or on white background with contouring of climbing vegetative ornament around the figures with blue colour. Identical pictures can be seen on “Lajvardina” ceramics [4, 9, 18]. In the “Minai” collection from Azak this ornament was discovered on 6 vessels (№ 1, 3, 5, 8, 13, 20), figs. (1, 2-a, 3-a, d) & pl.(1, 2-b, 3-b, e, 4-e, 5-g). On the jug’s body similar ornament embraces the body at the point of maximum diameter, on white background (№ 20, fig. (3-a) & pl. (5-g). Instead of W-shaped figures, one of the cups has an epigraphic motive “al-affia” [23] in “reserve” technique (№ 9), pl.(4-a). Similar motives were painted on Spanish lustre ceramics [18, 23]. Almost all crowns’ edges are ornamented with tiny frequent dark blue dots (pearls) (№ 1, 3-9, 13-15), figs.(1, 2-a, b, 3-d & pl. (1, 2-b, 3-a, b, c, d, e, 4-a, e, 5-a, b). Only one vessel instead of dots has thin blue horizontal wavy line (№ 2), pl. (2-a). Three vessels are decorated with typical Chinese ornamental elements: a twisted stem painted with cobalt on white background (№ 1, 2), fig. (1) & pl. (1, 2-a), and curly “Chinese clouds” (№ 2, 5), fig. (3-d) & pl. (2-a, 3-b). And both these elements are combined on one cup (№ 2), pl. (2-a). Plot composition and combination of all
these ornamental elements were discovered only on the goblet, fig.(1) & pl.(1). There painted flying phoenixes and peonies symbolizing wealth and prosperity in Chinese tradition. The composition includes pictures of ponds (only one “pond” was preserved on the fragment discovered during the excavations, and the symmetry was made up by the restorers during the goblet’s reconstruction). Also, the vessel is decorated with a pseudo epigraphic ornament with W-shaped figures, and blue dots on the sculptured edge of the crown, and Chinese twisted stem. The goblet’s stem is decorated with vertical dark blue lines and a thin green “waist” on the upper part. As can be noticed, the same ornamental motives are used in painting of “Minai” from Azak which form pictures of various styles. Separate elements of the ornament can be seen on both a sophisticatedly decorated goblet and on plainer variants of ornaments. The same elements were widely used in painting of the Golden Horde ceremonial ceramics of other groups such as “Lajvardina”, lustre ceramics from Spain.

2.5. Chronology

Out of 21 existing patterns of “Minai” ceramics, only 12 were discovered in closed complexes with exact dates:
- Nine patterns out of six are dated by the Abdullah coins of 1362-1368/9 (№ 2, 3, 5, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 19)
- One fragment of a vessel is dated by the Janibek coins of 751/3 A.H (№ 4)
- Two fragments of vessels from one complex are dated by the Tochtamysh coins of 1385 (№ 9, 10).
Nine patterns do not have exact dates:
- One fragment is deciphered (№ 8)
- One goblet cannot be dated at the moment, as the coins from the excavations have not been restored and defined (№ 1)
- One fragment is from the closed complex with indefinable coins of bad preservation (№ 7)
- One fragment (of a glazed tile) is from a layer (№ 21)

2.6. Quantitative analysis

The statistics of finds of Kachina ceramics from Azak shows that “Minai” part in it is very small. For example, at the excavation in 67 Tolstoy street in 2008 [26], where plenty of material was discovered dated by the second part of XIV century, only one “Minai” fragment was found, that is 0.3 per cent of the total amount of the Kachina ceramics from the excavations. Even if taking into account the fact that not all “Minai” fragments were discovered in funds, and that after complete treatment of all material its quantity can be doubled or tripled, the whole picture will change only slightly. As we can see from a small amount of patterns found at the Azak excavations, this ceramics was a rarity and a desirable luxury for its people. Comparing “Minai” to other rare imports from Azak, we may say that it is 4 times less than Chinese.

- Three fragments of vessels are from two damaged complexes with the latest coins of 750/1-753 A.H (№ 16, 17, 20).
- Two fragments are from the closed complexes with anonymous coins without a year (Fren, type № 382, № 384), (№ 6, 18).

According to N. M. Fomichev’s definition [24], they are dated by the first decades of XIV century, and according to A. N. Maslovsky’s opinion, these coins are dated by the end of XIII century [25]. Thus, the majority of complexes with “Minai” ceramics are undoubtedly dated by a close chronological range between 1351/3 – 1368 / 9 years. One complex is dated by the time of Tochtamysh (1385 year). Two complexes have a very questionable dating i.e. the end of XIII – the beginning of XIV centuries.
celadon, 3 times less than Spanish lustre, considerably less than “Lajvardina”, and approximately the same quantity as Kachina vessels with lustre paintings from Iran. If we try to define for Azak as a whole the percentage of this ceramics to Kachina ceramics of many thousands from Lower Volga region, it will be at least three times less.

3. Discussion (Catalogue)
3.1. A Kachina goblet with polychromatic overglaze painting and gilding over white opaque enamel
(No 1) Inv. KP 27097, A1 600/252, fig. (1) & pl. (1). Origin and dating: from the excavations of I. V. Belinsky in Azov, Rozy Luxemburg Street, Pit 12, in 1992. The coins from the excavation are not treated. In the report the complex is dated by the end of XIV judging by the finds. [27]. The goblet’s dimensions: H - 13.0 cm; D of the crown - 17.3 cm; D of the body max. - 17.8 cm; H of the tray - 4.5 cm; D of the stem at the base of the body - 3.1 cm; D of the foot - 7.3 cm. Preservation: 6 parts glued together with PVA adhesive, plastered, tinted, painted with oil-base paints. Description: the goblet has a hemispherical body with a shaped-in crown and a sculptured edge. The stem is high, widened at the bottom, with a cone-shaped groove inside. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of white colour with a lilac hue. The glaze is non-transparent, milk-white, on both sides up to the edge of the foot. Overglaze painting is made with red, blue, green enamel. Contouring lines are drawn with red and black paint. Particular elements of the ornament are decorated with gold application. From the inner part of the goblet in the central medallion a plot composition is painted depicting large flowers and sprouts of peonies at the edge of a pond, and phoenixes with dark blue feathers flying over them. One phoenix remained intact; another one can be defined only by the fragments of a wing and a tail. The central medallion was singled out by two black concentric circles. The peony flowers consist of two rows of small round petals painted with red enamel with white edging left unpainted. The piths are dark blue with gilded stamens. The thick stems are decorated with golden application in red wavy inking. The leaves along the stems are round and small, those around the flowers are large, coggd and painted with green enamel with black contouring. The phoenixes are painted with blue glaze of two tones. The contours are made with light blue colour with thicker and darker filling. The flight feathers are painted with black paint. The base of the tail, a fragment of the back, one eye, upper part of the beak and upper contour of the wings are covered with golden application with straight and wavy red inking. The peony sprouts are pictured as delicate stalks with small round leaves and larger coggd leaves on thin stems painted as the phoenixes with blue glaze of two tones. Three golden round seeds with red contours are painted among them. The pond is depicted as a dark blue segment with white edging. Three vertical oblong leaves and one twisted leaf of water plants are painted with cobalt over the edge of the pond. Two wavy dark blue sprouts are painted alongside. A girdle of a vegetative ornament is painted around the central medallion in the upper part of the cup showing a supple cobalt stem with leaves, seeds and red flowers of peonies. The flowers are large, diamond-shaped and consist of small red petals with white edging. The pith is oblong, horizontally elongated and filled with golden application form the inside. This girdle is separated from
the crown by a black concentric circle. The crown has a pseudo epigraphic ornament on the inside in the form of W-shaped figures with red inking on white background, and with contouring of climbing delicate ornament around them. The girdle is marked out by thin horizontal red lines. The crown’s brim is sculptured and decorated with a row of frequent dark blue dots. On the outside of the goblet under the crown as well as on the inside there is a pseudo epigraphic ornament on the inside in the form of W-shaped figures with red inking on white background, and with contouring of a climbing delicate ornament around them. The girdle is marked out by thin horizontal black lines. The ornament on the body is separated from the crown by a wavy red line. The main space of the goblet is occupied with round medallions with white margins highlighted by three concentric circles. The margin circles are scalloped, of red colour; middle circle is even, of black colour. Inside the medallions a large peony flower is painted. The external row of its round small petals is painted with dark blue enamel with white edgings. In the middle of the flower there are six red round petals with six oblong stamens decorated with golden application in red inking on white background. A red peony (identical to the flowers from the composition on the inside of the goblet) is painted between the medallions on a thin stem within the frame of cogged, oblong and curly leaves. The stems and leaves’ contours are contoured with black paint with filling of green enamel. In the lower part the stems are “severed” by a small golden circle in red inking. Ornamental ground of the goblet is contoured from the bottom with red wavy line and two black concentric circles. The lower part of the body is decorated with a supple cobalt stem on white background in Chinese manner. The stem of the goblet in its upper part is girdled with a thin green band contoured by black double lines. The tray is painted with vertical long blue brushstrokes.

3.2. **Fragments of the crown and the body of a Kachina cup with polychromatic overglaze painting and gilding over white opaque enamel**

(No 2) Inv. KP 26648, A1 579/824, pl. (2-a). Origin and dating: from the excavations of V. V. Chaly in Azov, 62 Leningradskaya street, pit 49, in 1984. The complex is dated by the Abdullah coin, without a year [28]. The fragments’ dimensions: 2.9 × 3.0 cm; 1.8 × 1.1 cm; 1.2 × 1.2 cm; thickness of the side - 0.5 cm; D of the crown – 18.0 cm. Description: the body of the cup is of hemispheric shape. The crown is necked-out, with a rounded brim. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of white colour with a cream hue. At the near-bottom part the Kachina became of grey colour as a result of overheat. The enamel is non-transparent, milk-white, applied on both sides, at the near-bottom part of the cup it is slightly fused, with little bubbles from boiling. The overglaze painting is made with blue, green, red enamels. The contouring lines are made with black and red paints. The particular elements of the ornament are decorated with golden application. From the inside, in the main ground of the cup a round medallion is painted, that is singled out by a concentric circle with a large many-petalled peony flower in the centre. The inner line of the circle is wavy and red; the outer one is even and black. The peony’s petals in the outer row are short, round and painted with blue enamel (faded to grey). In the middle of the flower there is a rosette on green background with six round red and white petals and oblong golden stamens in red inking. Between them, on white background there are six small round blue petals (faded to smoky-grey).
In the sector between the medallions thin stems are painted with large cogged and small oblong green leaves contoured with black paint. Under the crown a girdle of a vegetative ornament is painted made with cobalt in Chinese manner. It is marked out with double concentric circles of red and black colour. The brim of the crown is decorated with a thin wavy blue line. From the external part of the cup in the lower register, there is a row of vertical petals of sub-rectangular shape with bracket-shaped ends. The petals’ contours are painted red and “duplicated” black from the inside. A small green shamrock on a delicate wavy stalk is painted inside every petal, under which three dark blue dots are drawn. This girdle is separated from the upper part of the cup by a double concentric black circle. Under the crown there is a girdle of a vegetative ornament in the shape of a thin climbing stem with small green leaves. The stems and contours of the leaves are outlined with black paint. The ornament is decorated with a painting of a curly «Chinese cloud» of blue colour with red edging. The girdle is surrounded by two thin red concentric circles.

3.3. Fragments of the crown with parts of the body and bottom on a ring tray of a Kachina cup with overglaze polychromatic painting and gilding over white opaque enamel

(No 3) Inv. KP 26648, A1 579/823, pl. (2-b). Origin and dating: from the excavations of V. V. Chaly in Azov, 62 Leningradskaya street, pit 49, in 1984. The complex is dated by the Abdullah coin, without a year [28]. The fragments’ dimensions:3.0 × 2.4 cm; 1.9 × 1.7 cm; 1.7 × 2.6 cm; 2.2 × 2.3 cm; 1.8 × 2.1 cm; 1.1 × 1.2 cm; 1.4 × 2.1 cm; Hof the tray - 1.7 cm; thickness of the side - 0.5 cm; Dofi the crown - about 18.0 cm. Description: the body of the cup is of hemispheric shape. The crown is necked-out, with a rounded brim. The ring tray is not high, sub-triangular in cross-section, with complanate sole. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of white colour with a cream hue in the place of a fracture of the ring tray of three-layered glazing: the external layers are thin and beige, with a wide pith of pink colour. The glaze is non-transparent, milk-white, applied on both sides up to the ring tray. The ring tray is covered with green enamel from the inside and outside over the piece. The overglaze painting is applied on both sides with blue, green, red, yellow enamels. The contouring lines are made with red and black paints. The particular parts of the décor are decorated with golden appliqué. The main ground of the cup is filled with a vegetative ornament in the shape of delicate sprouts with small cogged and teardrop-shaped leaves contoured with black paint. The leaves are painted with green, red and yellow enamels. A large six-petalled dark blue flower is painted in the internal ground. Its pith consists of six thin sub-rectangular stamens decorated with golden application in red inking. At the fringe of the petals there is a double red edging with white background left intact. Under the crown there is a girdle of pseudo epigraphic ornament on dark blue background consisting of W-shaped gilded figures in red inking. The girdle is fringed with single thin red lines. A black concentric circle is drawn below. The brim of the crown is ornamented with frequent dark blue dots. From the outside the cup is divided into two ornamental zones. In the lower register there remained a fragment of petals of a large flower identical to the painting on the inside. The remaining space is filled with stems and leaves in black contouring. The lower register is contoured with two back and one red concentric circle. In the upper part a girdle is painted filled
with a vegetative ornament in the shape of a red sprout with leaves and seed-buds. Gilded diamond-shaped figures are entwined into the design. The leaves are tinted with dark-blue enamel. The girdle is framed with single black lines.

3.4. A fragment of the crown with upper part of the body of a Kachina cup with overglaze polychromatic painting and gilding over white and bluish opaque enamel

(No 4) Inv. KP 26648, A1 579/461, fig. (2-b) & pl. (3-a). Origin and dating: from the excavations of V.V. Chaly in Azov, 62 Leningradskaya street, pit 23, in 1984. The complex is dated by the Janibek coin of 753 AH [28]. The fragment’s dimensions: 5.5 × 4.0 cm; thickness of the side – 0.5 cm; D of the crown – 20.0 cm. Description: the body of the cup is of hemispheric shape. The crown is necked-out, with a rounded brim. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of white colour with a cream hue. The glaze is non-transparent, milk-white on the outside, light blue on the inside. The overglaze painting is applied on both sides with dark blue and green enamels, the contours are red. The particular elements of the ornament are decorated with golden application. From the inside the main ground of the cup is covered with bluish opaque enamel and filled with a vegetative ornament in the shape of thin red sprouts with leaves and rosettes. The remaining fragment of a rosette consists of sub-rectangular stamens with golden application in red inking; oblong pointed blue petals are painted between them. Under the crown there is a girdle of a vegetative ornament in the shape of a red stem with leaves and seed-buds, tinted with dark blue enamel and little plated golden diamonds. It is marked out by two red concentric circles. The brim of the crown is decorated with frequent dark blue dots. From the external side of the cup there painted a vegetative ornament identical to the painting on the internal side, without rosettes. The enamel filling the leaves and seed-buds faded, and most likely had been of blue or green colour.

3.5. A fragment of the crown of a Kachina cup with overglaze polychromatic painting and gilding over white opaque enamel.

(No 5) Inv. VH 1665, fig. (3-d) & pl. (3-b). Origin and dating: from the excavations of I.V. Belinsky in Azov, 7 Moskovskaya street, Pit-24 in 1995. The complex is dated by the Abdullah coin of 770 AH. (1368/9 years.) [29]. The fragment’s dimensions: 2.8 × 3.6 cm; thickness of the side = 0.5 cm; D of the crown - 20.0 cm. Description: the body of the cup is of hemispheric shape. The crown is necked-out, with a rounded brim. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of white colour with a cream hue. The glaze is non-transparent, of white colour, applied on both sides. The overglaze painting is made with blue and green enamels, the contours are red and black. The particular elements of the ornament are decorated with golden application. From the internal part of the cup there remained a fragment of a girdle painted over the crown with golden W-shaped figures in red inking on white background. The space between figures is filled with blue enamel. The brim of the crown is decorated with a row of frequent blue dots. From the external side of the cup, under the crown, there is a girdle of a vegetative ornament in the shape of small oblong and twisted green leaves with sharp points, in black inking. A dark blue «Chinese cloud» is drawn between the leaves. A red concentric circle is painted above the girdle.
3.6. A fragment of the crown of a Kachina cup with overglaze polychromatic painting and gilding over white opaque enamel

(No 6) Inv. VH 2054, pl. (3-c).
Origin and dating: from the excavations of A. N. Maslovsky in Azov, 74 Tolstogo street, Pit 11 in 2003. The complex is dated by 2 anonymous coins, without a year [30]. The fragment’s dimensions: 2.7 × 3.5 cm; thickness of the side- 0.5 cm; D of the crown-about 19.0 - 20.0 cm. Description: the body of the cup is of hemispheric shape. The crown is necked-out, with a rounded upper brim. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of white colour with a grey hue. The glaze is non-transparent, of milk-white colour, applied on both sides. The overglaze painting is made with red, blue and green enamels. The contours are red. The particular elements of the ornament are decorated with golden application. From the internal side of the cup a girdle of a vegetative ornament is painted in the shape of delicate red climbing stems with leaves, tendrils and dots, among which a six-petalled rosette with round petals is drawn. The pith of the rosette is covered with golden application, the petals inside are tinted with enamel drops of two colors, most likely blue and red. The girdle is marked out by red concentric circles. The brim of the crown is decorated with a row of frequent blue dots. From the external side of the cup, under the crown a girdle of a vegetative ornament is painted contoured with single red thin lines, in the shape of a red stem with seed-buds, tinted with dark blue and green enamel drops.

3.7. A fragment of the crown with upper part of the body of a Kachina cup with polychromatic overglaze enamel painting and gilding over white opaque enamel

(No 7) Inv. VH 2275, pl. (3-d).
Origin and dating: from the excavations of A. N. Maslovsky in Azov, 53 Lenina street, Pit 3 in 2007. The complex is dated by XIV century; the coins are not identifiable, of bad preservation. The fragment’s dimensions: 3.0 × 2.1 cm; thickness of the side- 0.4-0.5 cm. Description: the body of the cup is of hemispheric shape. The crown is slightly necked-out, with a rounded brim. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of white colour with a cream hue. The glaze is non-transparent, of milk-white colour, applied on both sides. The overglaze painting is made with red, blue and green enamels. The contours are red and black. The particular elements of the ornament are decorated with golden application. From the internal side of the cup there is a small golden diamond in red inking. The top of the bud is decorated with a small rounded green crown. Under the bud there painted four oblong green sepals with sharp points. The stems as well as the contours of the leaves and bud are made with black paint. The green leaves have round, cogged and oblong form. A concentric circle consisting of three black and red lines is drawn above the ornament. The brim of the crown is decorated with a row of frequent tiny blue dots. From the outside of the cup, under the crown a girdle of a vegetative ornament is painted in the shape of a red thin stem with leaves and seed-buds, coloured with blue and green enamel. The girdle is surrounded by red concentric circles. A fragment of an identical vegetative ornament remained in the main ground of the cup.
3.8. A fragment of the crown of a Kachina cup with polychromatic overglaze painting and gilding over white opaque enamel

(No 8) Inv. no number, pl. (3-e). Origin and dating: no field code, no date. Fragment’s dimensions: 3.4 × 2.0 cm; thickness of the side - 0.5 cm. Description: the cup’s body most likely had a hemispheric shape. The crown is necked-out, with a sharpened brim. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of white colour with a cream hue. The glaze is non-transparent, milk-white, applied on both sides. The overglaze painting is made with green and blue enamel. The contouring lines are red. The particular elements of the ornament are decorated with golden application. From the internal side of the cup, under the crown there is a girdle of a pseudo epigraphic ornament with gilded W-shaped figures, in red inking on dark blue background. Within the background space there remained a fragment of green enamel. A red concentric circle is drawn above the girdle. The crown’s brim is decorated with a row of small dark blue dots. From the external side, under the crown there remained a fragment of a girdle of a vegetative ornament in the shape of red sprouts tinted with dark blue enamel. The girdle is contoured from above by a red horizontal line.

3.9. A fragment of the crown with upper part of the body of a Kachina cup with overglaze polychromatic painting over white opaque enamel

(No 9) Inv. no number, pl. (4-a). Origin and dating: from the excavations of S.A. Kravchenko in Azov, 37 Mira street (collector), house 1, in 2010. The complex is dated by the Tochtamysh coin, 1385 year. The fragment’s dimensions: 4.0 × 2.5 cm; thickness of the side- 0.6 cm; D of the crown - about 18.0 cm. Description: the cup’s body most likely had a hemispheric shape. The crown is slightly necked-out, with a rounded brim. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of white colour with a grey hue. The glaze is non-transparent, milk-white with a bluish hue, applied on both sides. The overglaze painting is made with green and blue enamel. The contouring lines are red and black. This fragment has no gilding on it. From the inside the main ground of the cup is filled with a delicate vegetative ornament in the shape of sprouts, green leaves and seed-buds in black inking. Under the crown there is a girdle of a pseudo epigraphic ornament with “al-afia” motive of white colour in red inking made in “reserve” technique on dark blue background. The girdle is highlighted by two red horizontal lines from below and a single red line from above. The crown’s brim is decorated with a row of frequent dark blue dots. From the outside the main ground of the cup is filled with a delicate vegetative ornament with red sprouts and seed-buds tinted with dark blue enamel. The crown is girdled by a thin red line.

3.10. A fragment of the near-bottom part of the body of a Kachina cup with overglaze polychromatic painting over white opaque enamel

(No 10) Inv. no number, pl. (4-b). Origin and dating: from the excavations of S.A. Kravchenko in Azov, 37 Mira street (collector), house 1 in 2010. The complex is dated by the Tochtamysh coin, 1385 year. The fragment’s dimensions: 3.6 × 3.0 cm; thickness of the side - 0.7 cm. Description: the cup’s body most likely had a hemispheric shape. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of grey colour. The glaze is non-transparent, milk-white, covers the entire internal side of the vessel, and the external side - up to the near-bottom part. The overglaze painting is made with bright green and red enamel. The contouring lines are black and red. This fragment has no gilding on it. From the inside of the vessel there is a large shamrock, its trident tips looking downwards. Under it there is a thick in leakage of turquoise
glaze (traces of defect?). The shamrock’s contouring is made with black paint, the inner ground is filled with green enamel, trident tips are tinted with red colour. At the base of the shamrock a red dot is drawn on green background. Above it thin short black stems with twisting green tips spread from the leaf’s contour. Along the edge of the fragment there is a sweeping scalloped red contour resembling inking of a peony flower. From the outside there remained a fragment of a horizontal contouring red line.

3.11. A fragment of the body of a Kachina cup with overglaze polychromatic enamel painting and gilding over white opaque enamel

(No 11) Inv. VH 1525/400, pl. (4-c). Origin and dating: from the excavations of A.L. Boiko in Azov, 3 Chekhova street, Pit 6, in 1990. The complex is dated by the Abdullah coin, without a year. The fragment’s dimensions: 2.0 × 2.1 cm; thickness of the side- 0.5cm. Description: the body’s shape is not identifiable. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of white colour with a grey hue. The overglaze painting is made with blue? enamel. The contouring lines are red and black. The particular elements of the ornament are decorated with golden application. From the internal side of the pattern there remained fragmented four-petalled rosettes and a stem with an edge of a leaf (or a petal). The rosettes’ petals are drawn with enamel faded to smoky-grey (blue?) colour. One rosette’s pith is decorated with gold in red inking. The black stem forks in its upper part. The leaf is of oblong shape, tinted with dark blue enamel in red contouring. The remains of a blue rounded petal are preserved above the leaf. From the external side there is a fragmented painting of a blue flower with red inking and oblong blue leaves.

3.12. A fragment of the body of a Kachina cup with overglaze enamel painting and gilding over white opaque enamel

(No 12) Inv. VH 2275, pl. (4-d). Origin and dating: from the excavations of A.N. Maslovsky in Azov, 53 Lenina street, Pit 49, in 2007. The complex is dated by the Abdullah coin, without a year. The fragment’s dimensions: 3.7 × 2.0 cm; thickness of the side- 0.5 cm. Description: the cup’s body had a hemispheric shape. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of white colour with a grey hue. The glaze is non-transparent, milk-white, applied on both sides. The overglaze painting is made with yellow and blue enamel. The contouring lines are red. The particular elements of the décor are decorated with golden application. From the inside of the cup there remained a fragment of a vegetative ornament in the shape of three six-petalled rosettes. One rosette has sub-rectangular gilded stamens and small rounded pith in red inking. Between the stamens there are lower petals of sub-triangular shape with their tops turned to the centre, tinted with blue enamel drops. Two other rosettes have bright yellow rounded petals contoured with wavy red lines. From the outside of the cup there remained a fragmented painting of red curved parallel and crossed stems with seed-buds tinted with blue enamel drops.

3.13. Fragments of the crown with the body and of the bottom on the ring tray of a Kachina miniature cup with polychromatic overglaze enamel painting and gilding over white opaque enamel

(No 13) Inv. VH 2161, fig. (2-a) & pl. (4-e). Origin and dating: from the excavations of A.N. Maslovsky in Azov, 4 Moskovskaya street, Pit 8, in 2005. The complex is dated by the Abdullah coin, without a year. The fragments’ dimensions: 2.6 × 2.6 cm; 2.2 × 2.4 cm; 2.7 × 1.7 cm; 2.3 × 2.8 cm; 4.8 × 3.0 cm, H – 3.2 cm, Hof the tray- 1.0 cm; thickness of the side – 0.2 – 0.3 cm; D of the crown -11.0 cm; Dof the tray -3.6 cm. Description: the body
of the tiny cup has a hemispheric shape. The crown is straight, with rounded brim. The tray is small, sub-triangular in cross-section, on a sharpened sole, with a cone-shaped jut on the internal side of the tray. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of white colour. The glaze is non-transparent, milk-white, applied on both sides up to the ring tray. The overglaze painting is made with red and blue enamel. The contouring lines are black and red. The particular elements of the ornament are decorated with golden application. The flowers are contoured with red paint, tinted with dark blue enamel, with white edging. The leaves and stems between the flowers are painted with blue colour, without contouring. The main ground of the cup is separated from the crown by a black concentric circle. Under the crown, there is a girdle of a pseudo epigraphic ornament in the form of W-shaped figures covered with golden application in red inking on white background. Between the figures there is a blue vegetative ornament. The crown’s brim is decorated with a row of frequent dark blue dots. From the outside the little cup is ornamented very simply. A girdle of a vegetative ornament is drawn on the white background, in upper third of the vessel, in the form of a climbing stem with leaves between which there are conventionalized red fruits (pomegranates?).

3.14. A fragment of the crown of a miniature Kachina cup with poly-chromatic overglaze painting over white opaque enamel

(No 14) Inv. VH 2161, pl. (5-a).
Origin and dating: from the excavations of A.N. Maslovsky in Azov, 4 Moskovskaya street, Pit 8, in 2005. The complex is dated by the Abdullah coin, without a year. The fragment’s dimensions: 1.5 × 1.7 cm; thickness of the side - 0.4 cm. Description: the crown of the cup is straight, with a rounded brim. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of white colour. The glaze is non-transparent, milk-white, applied on both sides. The overglaze painting is made with blue enamel. The contouring lines are red and black. There is no gilding on the fragment. From the internal side of the cup under the crown, there are red stems and sprouts with leaves and seed-buds tinted with blue enamel. Two delicate horizontal lines are drawn above them; they are made with black and red paint. The cup’s brim is decorated with a row of frequent dark blue dots. From the external side of the cup there remained a fragment of the upper contour of an ornamental girdle in the shape of two red horizontal lines.

3.15. A fragment of the crown of a miniature Kachina cup with overglaze polychromatic painting over white opaque enamel

(No 15) Inv. VH 2161, pl. (5-b).
Origin and dating: from the excavations of A.N. Maslovsky in Azov, 4 Moskovskaya street, Pit 8, in 2005. The complex is dated by the Abdullah coin, without a year. The fragment’s dimensions: 1.2 × 1.5 cm; thickness of the side - 0.4 cm. Description: the cup’s crown is straight, with a rounded brim.

The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of white colour. The glaze is non-transparent, of white colour with a bluish hue, applied on both sides. The overglaze painting is made with green and blue enamel. The contours are black and red. There is no gilding on the fragment. On the inside of the cup there remained three elements of a vegetative ornament:
in the shape of a small black tendril, a part of a green oblong leaf in black inking, and also in the shape of three blue straight stems with tendrils on tips. Under the crown there are remains of an erased red line. The crown’s brim is decorated with a row of frequent blue dots. On the inside of the cup there remained fragments of a vegetative ornament in the shape of a black stem with a green seed-bud. Above there are the remains of an erased red circle that are barely seen.

3.16. A fragment of the body of a thick-sided Kachina vessel of an open shape (a dish, a gülabdan) with polychromatic overglaze enamel painting over white opaque enamel
(No 16) Inv. VH 2121, pl. (5-c). Origin and dating: from the excavations of A.N. Maslovsky in Azov, 55 Leningradskaya street, Pit 3, in 2004. The complex was damaged by another pit, the material was mixed, dated by the coin of 751 / 3 AH. The fragment’s dimensions: 5.2 × 4.0 cm; thickness of the side - 1.1 cm. Description: the body most likely has a complanate shape with rounded sides. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of grey colour. The glaze is non-transparent, milk-white, applied on both sides. The overglaze painting is made with green, blue and red enamel. The contours are black. The fragment has no gilding. On the internal side of the vessel a vegetative ornament is painted in the shape of stems with green, red and dark blue leaves in black inking. Below there is a horizontal line; a fragment of a red sprout remained under it. From the external side a vegetative ornament is drawn, that is contoured by black lines. In the lower register there is a painting with a red background, partly remained. In the upper part a black stem is painted with red and green and dark blue leaves.

3.17. A cone-shaped stucco moulding of a Kachina gülabdan with poly-chromatic overglaze enamel painting and gilding over white opaque enamel
(No 17) Inv. VH 2121, fig. (3-e) & pl. (5-d). Origin and dating: from the excavations of A.N. Maslovsky in Azov, 55 Leningradskaya street, Pit 3, in 2004. The complex was damaged by another pit, the material was mixed, dated by the coin of 751/3 AH. The fragment’s dimensions: H - 1.7 cm; Dof the base- 3.0 cm; thickness of the side - 0.5cm. Description: a stucco moulding of a cone shape. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of grey colour. The glaze is non-transparent, milk-white, applied on the external side of the vessel. The painting is made with red and blue enamels. The contouring lines are black. The particular elements are decorated with golden application. From the external side of the cone-shaped stucco moulding there is a large many-petalled peony flower on dark blue background. The rounded petals are painted in two rows and tinted with red enamel with white edging left. The top of the moulding is partly broken off; it was covered with red enamel, in the lower part it was contoured by a black line. The base of the moulding has a golden girdle over it edged with a black circle.

3.18. A fragment of the body of a miniature Kachina vessel with polychromatic overglaze painting over white opaque enamel
(No 18) Inv. KP 28312, A1637/ 33, fig. (3-f) & pl. (5-e). Origin and dating: from the excavations of I.V. Gudimenko in Azov, 38/82 Izmailova street, House 1 in 2000. The complex is dated by the coin of Saray mint, without a year (Fren, type № 382) [31]. The fragment’s dimensions: 2.7 × 4.3 cm; thickness of the side- 0.7 cm. Description: the body of the vessel has a spherical shape. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of white colour with a grey hue. The glaze is non-transparent, milk-white, applied on both
sides. The overglaze painting covers only the external side of the vessel; it is made with green, blue and red enamel. The contouring lines are black and red. This fragment has no gilding on it. From the outside the vessel’s body is divided into two ornamental grounds. The upper ground is separated from the lower one by two thin horizontal lines. In the lower register here painted a large many-petalled flower on a delicate curved stem with dark blue leaves, in black edging. The ground within the flower is filled with pale green enamel with red edging. In the upper part the vessels body is decorated with a girdle of white rounded petals in black inking, on dark blue background. The internal side of the vessel is not ornamented.

3.19. A fragment of the neck of a Kachina jug with overglaze polychromatic painting and gilding over white opaque enamel

(No 19) Inv. VH 2275, fig. (3-b) & pl. (5-f). Origin and dating: from the excavations of A.N. Maslovsky in Azov, 53 Lenina street, Pit 23, in 2007. The complex is dated by the Abdullah coin of 1362/3 year - late 1360-s. The fragment’s dimensions: 2.7 × 2.1cm; thickness of the side- 0.6 cm. Description: the jug’s neck is narrow and cylindrical. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of white colour with a grey hue. The glaze is non-transparent, milk-white, applied on both sides. The overglaze painting is made with blue and red enamels on the external side. The contouring lines are black. The particular elements of the ornament are decorated with golden application. In the upper part of the fragment there is a girdle of incomplete white sub-rectangular figures made in reserve technique on dark blue background. Judging by the fragmented remains of the ornament above it, these figures were painted symmetrically to each other, in staggered rows. The girdle is contoured from below by a black horizontal line. In the lower part of the neck a red geometrical ornament is painted in the shape of zigzags, dots and small diamonds with a gilded centre. The neck is not ornamented from the inside.

3.20. A fragment of the body of a thick-walled Kachina jug with polychromatic overglaze painting and gilding over white opaque enamel

(No 20) Inv. VH 2301, fig. (3-a) & pl. (5-g). Origin and dating: from the excavations of A.N. Maslovsky in Azov, 67 Tolstogo street, Pit 15, in 2008. The complex is damaged by a later pit, with coins of 750 – 751/3 A.H, and 752 A.H. [26]. The fragment’s dimensions: 6.0 × 5.0 cm; thickness of the side-0.9-1.2 cm. Description: the body of the jug had a globe-shaped form. The piece is solid in texture, fine-pored, of grey colour. The glaze is non-transparent, milk-white, applied on both sides. The overglaze painting is made with blue enamel from the external side of the vessel. The contours are red. The particular elements are decorated with golden application. The ornament on the remained fragment is divided into two parts by two thin red horizontal lines. The lower part of the fragment is filled with vegetative elements in the shape of curved red stems with conventionalized thorns (?) and leaves tinted with blue enamel. In the lower part there is a pseudo epigraphic ornament as upturned W-shaped figures linked in one chain by horizontal beams. The figures are decorated with golden application in red inking; tiny dotty dabs are drawn with red paint between them. The internal side of the vessel is not ornamented.

3.21. A fragment of a Kachina glazed tile with polychromatic overglaze painting and gilding over white opaque enamel

(No 21) Inv. KP 18904, A1 188/ 1238, fig. (3-c) & pl. (5-h). Origin and dating: from the excavations of V.V. Chaly in Azov, Leningradskaya street, Square 7, Layer 6, in 1981. No date [32]. The fragment’s dimensions:
3.8 × 3.8 cm; thickness- 1.6 cm. Description: the remained fragment of the tile has a sub-triangular shape. The piece is soft in texture, fine-pored, of grey colour. The glaze is non-transparent, milk-white, applied on the face side. The overglaze painting is made with yellow, blue and green enamel. The contouring lines are black and red. The particular elements are decorated with golden application. A small six-petalled rosette with oblong petals and a small rounded pith is painted in the central part of the fragment in a golden diamond with red inking on dark blue background. The rosette’s contours are drawn with red paint; the petals are tinted with yellow enamel. From the outside of the diamond there is blue enamel edging, that came to a boil because of the fire and was covered with tiny bubbles. Around it, there is a “fuzzy” vegetative ornament in the shape of leaves and flowers with black contours. The enamel filling the leaves is over-heated, melted; it most likely had a green colour. The backside of the tile is not glazed.

4. Conclusion
When analyzing “Minai” ceramics from Azak excavations, the following important moments were successfully found out. Firstly, it is very scanty and rare not only among all enamel ceramics but among thinner layer of Kachina ceramics found in Azak as well. Secondly, it is diverse in stylistic features; it is noticeable even in comparison of such a small amount of patterns. Thirdly, circulation period of this ceramics is very short, and is limited by the years of 1350-1360. To explain circulation of “Minai” ceramics in the Golden Horde cities, Azak in particular, three speculative assumptions can be put forward: 1. The Golden Horde craftsmen themselves invented Kachina ceramics with overglaze polychromatic painting and gilding over white opaque enamel in the Lower Volga region, and their production is not genetically connected with Iranian “Minai” ceramics. 2. “Minai” ceramics was produced in Iran up to the middle of XIV century, then a group of Iranian craftsmen moved to the Golden Horde and settled themselves in the Lower Volga region and continued producing “Minai” made of local raw materials. 3. “Minai” ceramics was continuously produced in Iran not only up to the turn of XIII-XIV centuries but in XIV century as well, and at that moment could be brought to Azak either by a group of emigrants from Iran or as war trophies, or as a result of trading communications that became more intense for a short period of time. Let us consider which of these assumptions complies with the facts. A number of objections can be raised against the first assumption. Firstly, if we assume that “Minai” ceramics’ production in Iran became extinct at the turn of XIII-XIV centuries, it does not mean that ceramics with polychromatic overglaze painting dated by the middle of XIV century is of the Golden Horde origin. Why couldn’t “Minai” production reappear on the territory of Iran or Syria where traditions of production of ceramics and glass vessels with enamel painting and gilding had been known for a long time. Secondly, why prosperity of a new complicated and expensive in technology production, and searching of a new art style in the Golden Horde started at the period of Great Zamiatnia and the beginning of the Golden Horde cities’ decline, and did not start earlier, for example, in 1330-s, the time of their prosperity. The following facts speak against the first and second assumptions allowing “Minai” ceramics’ production by Iranian and local potters in the Lower Volga region. As we can see from a small amount of finds, these products were made by a few craftsmen, and their ceramics must differ in style. As we can see from the patterns present in Azak, all “Minai” vessels are different stylistically, and unlike other groups of ceremonial ceramics, not even two series items have been discovered there. If we consider this problem on a broader scale and include in our analysis “Minai” ceramics from other archeological monuments, this stylistic diversity becomes even more conspicuous [4, 9, 13, 33]. In this connection, it should be pointed out that we cannot speak about composition of an entire style using as an example only one find even if it is bright and extraordinary. Most likely of all given variants is the last one supported by three facts. Firstly, it is known that the Golden Horde Army of Janibek conquered Northern Iran, including Tebriz, in 1356, and this occasion coincides in time with circulation of this ceramics in Azak. Secondly, a small amount of “Minai” fragments indicates the short-term period of this ceramics entrance, and it is confirmed by the chronology of finds. Thirdly, “Minai” diversity
indicates that we have a random sampling in front of us that was taken from a large aggregate of vessels which were in circulation on some neighbouring territory at that period of time, not serial items intended for export, as for example, cups of Spanish luster. Thus, Iranian origin of “Minai” ceramics is the most probable.

List of abbreviations
* AMR (the Azov Museum-Reserve).
* TH (book of collections received for temporary holding in the stocks of the Azov Museum-Reserve).
* HARALD (historical and archeological research in Azov and Lower Don).
* KP (book of entries of the Main Stock of the Azov Museum-Reserve).
* INC (International Numismatic Conference).
* RA (Russian Archeology).
* SA (Soviet Archeology).
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